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Abstract This chapter provides an in-depth introduction to database replication, in
particular how transactions are executed in a replicated environment. We describe
a suite of replication protocols and illustrate the design alternatives using a twostep approach. We first categorize replication protocols by only two parameters and
present a simple example protocol for each of the resulting categories. Further parameters are then introduced, and we illustrate them by the given replication protocols and some variants.

12.1 Introduction
12.1.1 Why Replication
Database replication has been studied for more than three decades. It is concerned
with the management of data copies residing on different nodes and with each copy
controlled by an independent database engine. A main challenge of database replication is replica control: when data can be updated, replica control is in charge
of keeping the copies consistent and providing a globally correct execution. Consistency needs to be enforced through some protocol running across the different nodes
so that the independent database engines can make local decisions that still provide
some form of global consistency when the system is considered as a whole.
Some particular characteristics differentiate database replication from replication
approaches in other domains of distributed computing. While database replication
can be used for fault-tolerance and high-availability in a similar spirit as replication
is used in distributed computing in general, there are many other purposes of replication. Foremost, often the primary purpose of database replication is to increase the
performance and improve the scalability of database engines. Having more database
replicas distributed across geographic regions provides fast access to local copies,
having a cluster of database replicas provides high throughput. Finally, for some
applications replication is a natural choice, e.g., in the context of mobile users that
are frequently disconnected from the corporate data server, or for data warehouses,
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which have to reformat data in order to speed up query processing. These various
use cases bring to the fore a tradeoff between consistency and performance, which
attracts less attention when replication is targeted at high availability, as studied in
previous chapters of this book.
A further difference is that databases, by their name, are data centric, usually
consisting of a large set of individual data items, and access to this data is enclosed
in transactions. This means that the database supports operations which are grouped
together in transactions, rather than being processed independently of one another.
A transaction reflects a logical unit of execution and is defined as a sequence of
read and write operations. Transactions come with a set of properties. Atomicity
requires a transaction to either execute entirely and commit, or abort and not leave
any changes in the database. Isolation provides a transaction with the impression
that no other transaction is currently executing in the system. Durability guarantees
that once the initiator of the transaction has received the confirmation of commit,
the changes of the transaction are, indeed, reflected in the database (they can, of
course, later be overwritten by other transactions). Transactions are a particularity
of database systems and provide additional challenges compared to object or process
replication, as the latter usually only consider individual read and write operations.

12.1.2 Organization of the Chapter
In this chapter we provide a systematic introduction to the principles of replica control algorithms. In the following, the term replica mostly refers to a site running
the database system software and storing a copy of the entire database. But depending on the context, a replica can also refer to the physical copy of an individual
data item. Replica control has to translate the operations that transactions submit
on logical data items into operations on the physical data copies. Most algorithms
are based on a specific form of read-one-write-all-(available) (ROWAA) approach
where a transaction is assigned to one site (replica), where it is local, and all its
read and write operations are executed at this local site. The write operations are
also executed at all other replicas in the form of a remote transaction. This chapter
only considers ROWAA protocols. We refer readers interested in quorum systems
for database replication to [24]. Replica control also has to make sure that the copies
are consistent. Ideally, all copies of a data item have the same value at all times. In
reality, many different levels of consistency exist.
We first introduce two main parameters that were presented by Gray et al. [20]
to provide a coarse categorization of replication algorithms. The transaction location determines where update transactions are executed, namely either at a primary replica or at any replica. The synchronization strategy determines when update propagation takes place, either before or after commit of a transaction. We use
these parameters as a basis to develop a suite of replication algorithms that serve as
examples and illustrate the principles behind the tasks of replica control. We keep
the description at an abstract level and provide very simple algorithms in order to
better illustrate the principles. Many issues are only discussed informally.
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As a second step, we discuss a wide range of other parameters. In particular, we
have a closer look at the level of correctness provided by different replica control
solutions in regard to atomicity, isolation and durability. We also have a closer look
at the choice of concurrency control mechanism (e.g., optimistic vs. pessimistic), the
degree of replication (full vs. partial replication), and other design choices that can
have a significant influence on the performance and practicality of the replication
solution.
At the end of this chapter we present some of the research and commercial replication solutions, and how they fit into our categorization. We also discuss the relationship between replication and related areas of data management, such as materialized views, caching, and parallel database systems. They all maintain data copies,
and data maintenance can, to some degree, be categorized with the parameters presented in this chapter. However, they have some fundamental differences that we
would like to point out.
In a replicated database, the replica control needs to interact closely with the general transaction management. Transaction management includes concurrency control (which delivers isolation) and logging to allow an aborting transaction to roll
back any changes previously made (this is part of ensuring atomicity). In most of
this chapter, we assume that each site uses strict two-phase locking (2PL) for concurrency control; that is, an exclusive lock is acquired on an item before that item is
written, a shared lock is acquired before reading the item, and each lock is held until
the commit or abort of the transaction holding the lock. Other concurrency control
techniques are possible, as we discuss briefly in Section 12.4.3. More details can be
found in [7].
Another essential feature of all replica control protocols is the inter-site communication. Since we discuss ROWAA approaches, write operations must be sent to
all available sites. We assume that a primitive, called multicast, is used to propagate
information to all replicas. In most of the chapter, we require FIFO multicast, which
means that all recipients get the messages from the same sender in the order they
were sent. We will introduce more powerful multicast primitives later in the chapter
when we discuss protocols that take advantage of them.

12.2 Basic Taxonomy for Replica Control Approaches
Gray et. al [20] categorize replica control solutions by only two parameters. The parameter transaction location indicates where transactions can be executed. In general, a transaction containing only read operations can be executed at any replica.
Such a read-only transaction is then called a local transaction at this replica. For
update transactions, i.e., transactions that have at least one write operation, there
exist two possibilities. In a primary copy approach, all update transactions are executed at a given replica (the primary). The primary propagates the write operations
these transactions perform to the other replicas (secondaries) (see Chapter 2 for
primary-backup object replication). This model is also called passive replication (as
in Chapters 11 and 13). In contrast, in an update anywhere approach, update transactions can be executed at any site, just as the read-only transactions which then
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transaction location: WHERE?
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+ simple cc
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+ often fast
lazy

+ flexible

+ strong consistency
+potentially long response times
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synchronization
point: WHEN?

update anywhere

- stale data
- inflexible

- complex cc
+ flexible
+ always fast
- inconsistency
- conflict resolution

Fig. 12.1 Categories.

takes care of update propagation. This model is also called multi-primary (as in
Chapter 11). Using a primary copy approach, conflicts between concurrent update
transactions can all be detected at the primary while an update anywhere approach
requires a more complex distributed concurrency control mechanism. However, a
primary copy approach is less flexible as all update transactions have to be executed
at a specific replica.
The synchronization strategy determines when replicas coordinate in order to
achieve consistency. In eager replication, coordination for the updates of a transaction takes place before the transaction commits. With lazy replication, updates are
asynchronously propagated after the transaction commits. Eager replication often
results in longer client response times since communication takes place before a
commit confirmation can be returned, but it can provide strong consistency more
easily than lazy replication (see Chapter 1 for a definition of strong consistency).
Using these two parameters, there are four categories as shown in Figure 12.1,
and each replica control algorithm belongs to one of these categories. The definitions so far contain some ambiguity and we will refine them later. Each category has
its own implications in regard to performance, flexibility and the degree of consistency that can be achieved. We illustrate these differences by providing an example
algorithm for each of the categories. At the same time, these algorithms provide an
intuition for the main building blocks needed for replica control, and also reflect
some other design choices that we will discuss in detail later.
In the following algorithms, a transaction Ti submits a sequence of read and write
operations. A read operation ri (x) accesses data item x, a write operation wi (x, vi )
sets data item x to value vi . At the end of execution, a transaction either submits a
commit request to successfully terminate a transaction or an abort request to undo all
the updates it has performed so far. We ignore the possibility that operations might
fail due to application semantics (e.g., updating a non-existing record). The algorithms, as we describe them, do not consider failures, e.g., failure of replicas or the
network. Our discussions, however, mention, how the protocols could be extended
in this respect.
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12.2.1 Eager Primary Copy
Eager primary copy protocols are probably the simplest protocol type to understand.
We present a protocol that is a straightforward extension of non-replicated transaction execution.
Example Protocol
Figure 12.2 shows an example protocol using strict 2-phase-locking (2PL) for concurrency control at each replica. When a client submits a transaction Ti it sends all
the operations of this transaction to one replica R. Ti is then a local transaction at
R and R is responsible for returning the corresponding responses for the requests
associated with Ti . Update transactions may only be submitted to the primary. Read
operations are executed completely locally (lines 1-5). They acquire a shared lock
before accessing the local copy of the data item. For a write operation (lines 6-12),
the primary replica first acquires an exclusive lock locally and performs the update.
Then it multicasts the request to the other replicas in FIFO order. Aborts can occur
due to deadlock (lines 13-16). If an update transaction aborts the primary informs
the secondary replicas if they had already received some write requests for this transaction. Similar actions are needed if the client decides to abort the transaction (line
17). When the client submits the commit request after completion of the transaction
(lines 18-24), an update transaction needs to run a 2-phase-commit protocol (2PC)
to guarantee the atomicity of the transaction (we discuss this later in detail). The
primary becomes the coordinator of the 2PC. The 2PC guarantees that all decide
on the same commit/abort outcome of the transaction and that all secondaries have
successfully executed the transaction before it commits at the primary. Read-only
transactions can simply be committed locally. After successful commit (lines 2224), the transaction releases its lock and the local replica returns the confirmation
to the client. When a secondary replica receives a write request for a transaction
from the primary (lines 25-26), it acquires an exclusive lock (in the order in which
messages are received), and executes the operation. Although an update transaction
might be involved in a deadlock at the secondary, it is not aborted at the secondary.
If it is a deadlock among update transactions only, the primary will detect such a
deadlock and act appropriately. If the deadlock involves local read-only transactions, those read-only transactions need to be aborted. When a secondary receives
an abort request for an update transaction it has to abort it locally.
Example Execution
Figure 12.3 shows a simple example execution under this protocol. In this and all
following examples, time passes from top to bottom. Furthermore, T1 acquiring a
shared lock on data item x is denoted as S1 (x), and T1 acquiring an exclusive lock
on x is denoted as X1 (x). T1 = r1 (x), w1 (x, v1 ) is an update transaction local at primary R1. T2 = r2 (y), r2 (x) is a read-only transaction local at secondary R2. Read
operations are executed locally. The write operation of T1 is multicast to all replicas
and executed everywhere. When T1 wants to commit it requires a 2-phase-commit
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Upon: ri (x) for local transaction Ti
1: acquire shared lock on x
2: if deadlock then
3:
call abortHandling(Ti )
4: else
5:
return x
Upon: wi (x, vi ) for local transaction Ti {only at
primary replica}
6: acquire exclusive lock on x
7: if deadlock then
8:
call abortHandling(Ti )
9: else
10:
x := vi
11:
multicast wi (x, vi ) to secondaries in FIFO
order
12:
return ok
Upon: abortHandling(Ti )
13: if Ti update transaction and at least one
wi (x, vi ) was multicast then
14:
multicast abort(Ti ) to all replicas
15: abort Ti , release locks of Ti
16: return aborted
Upon: abort request for local transaction Ti
17: call abortHandling(Ti )
Upon: commit request for local transaction Ti
18: if Ti update transaction then
19:
run 2PC among all replicas to commit Ti
20: else
21:
commit Ti
Upon: successful commit of transaction Ti
22: release locks of Ti
23: if Ti local transaction then
24:
return committed
Upon: receiving w j (x, v j ) of remote
transaction T j from primary replica
25: acquire exclusive lock on x
26: x := v j
Upon: receiving abort(T j ) for remote
transaction T j from primary replica
27: abort T j , release locks of T j
Fig. 12.2 Eager Primary Copy Algorithm.

Replica R1
(Primary)

Replica R2
(Secondary)

r1(x)
r2(y)
S1(x)
r1(x)

S2(y)
r2(y)

x
w1(x,v1)
X1(x)
w1(x,v1)

y

w1(x,v1)
X1(x)
w1(x.v1)
r2(x)

commit

committed

S2(x)
2PC for T1
r2(x)

x

commit
committed

Fig. 12.3 Eager Primary Copy Example.
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protocol. When T2 requests the shared lock on x it has to wait because T1 holds
the lock. Only after T1 commits can T2 get the lock and complete. If there were a
deadlock between T1 and T2 , the secondary would abort read-only transaction T2 .
Discussion
Advantages In most primary copy approaches concurrency control is nearly the
same as in a non-replicated system. For our protocol, the only difference is that
secondaries have request locks for update operations in the order they receive them
from the primary. And in case of deadlock they have to abort local read-only transactions. Since secondaries execute conflicting updates in the same order as they are
executed at the primary and strict 2PL is used, execution is globally serializable.
This means that the concurrent execution of transactions over the physical copies is
equivalent to a serial execution of the transactions over a single logical copy of the
database.
As execution is eager and a 2PC is run, all copies are virtually consistent (have
the same value at commit time of transactions). This means that read operations at
the secondaries never read stale data. This also provides strong guarantees in case
of failures. If the primary fails, active transactions are aborted. For all committed
transactions it is guaranteed that the secondaries have the updates. Therefore, if
one of the secondaries takes over and becomes the new primary, no updates are
lost. However, if the primary has failed during a 2PC some transactions might be
blocked. This could be resolved by the system administrator. Clients connected to
the primary can reconnect to the new primary. Some systems provide automatic
reconnection.
Disadvantages Requiring all update transactions to execute at the primary leads
to a loss of replication transparency and flexibility. Clients need to know that only
the primary replica can execute update transactions. Some primary copy systems
automatically redirect update transactions to the primary. However, in this case, the
system needs to know at the start of a transaction whether it is an update transaction
or not even if the first operation submitted is a read operation, as is the case in the
example of Figure 12.3.
The price to pay for an eager protocol that uses 2PC are long execution times for
update transactions as they only commit at the primary once they have completely
executed at all secondaries. We discuss in Section 12.2.5 some eager protocols that
do not have this behavior.

12.2.2 Eager Update Anywhere
Eager update anywhere replica control algorithms were the first replica control algorithms to be proposed in the literature. The early algorithms extended traditional
concurrency control mechanisms to provide globally serializable execution with a
large emphasis on correctly handling failures and recoveries.
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Example Protocol
Figure 12.4 shows the changes to the eager primary copy algorithm of Figure 12.2
to allow for update anywhere. Both read-only and update transactions can now be
local at any replica which coordinates their execution. Read operations are executed
as before at the local replica. A write operation has to execute at all replicas (lines 111). The local replica multicasts the request to the other replicas and then acquires an
exclusive lock locally and performs the update. Then, it waits for acknowledgements
from all other replicas before returning the ok to the client. The acknowledgements
are needed as conflicting requests might now occur in different order at the different
replicas and it is not guaranteed that the remote replicas can execute the request
in the same order. In fact, distributed deadlocks can occur, as we discuss below.
Aborts for local transactions are handled as in the primary copy protocol. Commits
are handled as before with the only difference that the 2PC can now be initiated by
any replica that wants to commit a local update transaction. When a replica receives
a write request from a transaction that is local at another replica (lines 12-17), it
acquires an exclusive lock, executes the operations and sends an acknowledgement
back to the local replica. When a deadlock is detected, it might involve remote
transactions. The system can choose to abort a remote transaction; if that is the
case, the replica where the transaction is local is informed accordingly. Similarly,
any replica has to abort a remote transaction when it is informed by the transaction’s
local replica (line 18).
Example Execution
Figure 12.5 shows an example execution under this protocol indicating the special case of a distributed deadlock. This time, T1 = r1 (x), w1 (x, v1) is local at R1.
T2 = r2 (y), w2 (x, v2) also updates x and is local at R2. As the lock requests in this
execution were processed in different orders at the two replicas, there is a deadlock.
This cannot be detected with information from a single site, but the system must
have a distributed deadlock mechanism or timeout. In this execution, T2 is chosen
to abort.
Discussion
Advantages Being an update anywhere approach it is more flexible than the primary copy approach and provides transparency as it allows update transactions to
be submitted to any replica. As it is again eager, using a 2PC, all data copies are virtually consistent. Failures are tolerated without loss of correctness. Given that the
protocol extends strict 2PL, it provides global serializability.
Disadvantages Although the concurrency control mechanism appears very similar to the one of the eager primary copy approach, the complexity is higher as distributed deadlocks may occur. As distributed algorithms to detect distributed deadlocks are expensive, many systems use timeouts, but these are hard to set sensibly. If
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Upon: wi (x, vi ) for local transaction Ti
1: multicast wi (x, vi ) to all other replicas
2: acquire exclusive lock on x
3: if deadlock then
4:
call abortHandling(Ti )
5: else
6:
x = vi
7:
wait for all to return answer
8:
if all return ok then
9:
return ok
10:
else
11:
call abortHandling(Ti )
Upon: receiving w j (x, v j ) of
remote transaction T j from replica R
12: acquire exclusive lock on x
13: if deadlock then
14:
send abort(T j ) to R
15: else
16:
x := v j
17:
send ok back to R
Upon: commit request for local transaction Ti
18: if Ti update transaction then
19:
run 2PC among all replicas to commit Ti
20: else
21:
commit Ti
Upon: successful commit of transaction Ti
22: release locks of Ti
23: if Ti local transaction then
24:
return committed
Upon: receiving abort(T j ) for
remote transaction T j from replica R
25: abort T j , release locks of T j
Fig. 12.4 Eager Update Anywhere Algorithm.
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commit
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Fig. 12.5 Eager Update Anywhere Example.

too short, many transactions are aborted unnecessarily. If set too long, a few deadlocks can block large parts of the database leading quickly to deterioration. This
was one of the reasons, why Gray et. al [20] indicated that traditional replication
solutions do not scale.
Comparing the two protocols presented so far, the update anywhere protocol is likely
to have longer response times than the primary copy protocol as each write operation has to be executed at all replicas before the next operation can start. However,
this is a consequence of the protocol detail, rather than being intrinsic to the update anywhere and primary copy styles. The primary copy protocol could also wait
for each write to be executed at the secondaries before proceeding, or the update
anywhere protocol could simply multicast the writes as the primary copy protocol
without waiting. Conflicts would then be resolved at commit time. One could even
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change the protocols and send all changes in a single message only at the end of
transaction. We will discuss the issue of message overhead and number of messages
per transaction in Section 12.4.1. At this point, we only want to point out that we
have consciously chosen to present different flavors of protocols to already give an
indication that there are many design alternatives.

12.2.3 Lazy Primary Copy
Compared to eager approaches, lazy approaches do not have any communication
among replicas during transaction execution. A transaction can completely execute
and commit at one replica and updates are only propagated to the other replicas
after commit. Combining lazy with primary copy leads to a quite simple replication
approach.
Example Protocol
Figure 12.6 presents a simple lock-based lazy primary copy protocol. Read-only
transactions are executed as in the eager approach (lines 1-5). Update transactions
may only be submitted to the primary which executes both read and write operations
locally (lines 1-5 and 6-11). Therefore, when the transaction aborts during execution
or when the client requests it (line 14), the abort remains local (lines 12-13). When
the client submits a commit (lines 15-18), the transaction commits first locally and
only after commit are all write operations multicast within a single message, often
referred to as write set. These writesets are multicast in FIFO order. The multicast
can be directly after the commit or some time after, e.g., in certain time-intervals.
The secondaries, upon receiving such a writeset (lines 19-23) acquire locks in receiving order to make sure that they serialize conflicting transactions in the same
way as the primary.
Example Execution
Figure 12.7 shows an example where T1 = r1 (x), w1 (x, v1), w1 (y, w1) executes at the
primary updating x and y. Only after commit the updates are sent to the secondary.
At the secondary, the locks for the updates are requested. As there is a deadlock
with a local transaction T2 = r2 (y), r2 (x), the local transaction has to abort in order
to apply the updates of T1 .
Discussion
Advantages Being a primary copy approach, concurrency control remains simple
while serializability is provided. It is similar to the eager primary copy approach
as secondaries apply updates in receiving order. In contrast to eager approaches the
response times of update transactions are not delayed by communication and coordination overhead among the replicas which can potentially lead to shorter response
times.
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Upon: ri (x) for local transaction Ti
1: acquire read lock on x
2: if deadlock then
3:
call abortHandling(Ti )
4: else
5:
return x
Upon: wi (x, vi ) for local transaction Ti
primary replica}
6: acquire exclusive lock on x
7: if deadlock then
8:
call abortHandling(Ti )
9: else
10:
x := vi
11:
return ok

{only at

Upon: abortHandling(Ti )
12: abort Ti , release locks of Ti
13: return aborted
Upon: abort request for local transaction Ti
14: call abortHandling(Ti )
Upon: commit request for local transaction Ti
15: commit Ti , release locks
16: return committed
17: if Ti update transaction then
18:
send all wi of Ti in single write set
sometime after commit
in FIFO order
Upon: receiving write set message of
remote transaction T j from primary replica
in FIFO order
19: for all w j (x, v j ) in write set do
20:
acquire exclusive lock on x
21: for all w j (x, v j ) in write set do
22:
x := v j
23: commit T j , release locks
Fig. 12.6 Lazy Primary Copy Algorithm.
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(Primary)

Replica R2
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r2(y)

S1(x)
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w1(x,v1)
X1(x)
w1(x,v1)

ok

y

w1(y,w1)

ok

X1(y)
w1(y,w1)

commit
committed

w1(x,v1), w1(y,w1)
X1(x)
w1(x,v1)
X1(y)
S2(x)

r2(x)
aborted T2

w1(y,w1)

Fig. 12.7 Lazy Primary Copy Example.

Disadvantages While a lazy primary copy approach easily provides serializability
or other strong isolation levels, lazy replication provides an inherent weaker consistency than eager replication. Lazy replication does not provide the virtual consistency shown in eager approaches. At the time a transaction commits at the primary,
the data at the secondary becomes stale. Thus, read operations that access the secondaries before the writeset is processed read outdated data. Note that serializability is
still provided, with read-only transactions that read stale data being serialized before
the update transactions although those happened earlier in time.
More severe, if the site executing and committing an update transaction fails
before propagating the writeset, the other replicas are not aware of the transaction.
If another site takes over as primary, this transaction is lost. When the failed replica
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recovers it might try to reintegrate the changes into the existing system, but the
database might have changed considerably since then. We can consider this a loss
of the durability guarantee. We will discuss this later in more detail.
Although there is no communication among replicas during transaction execution,
transactions are not necessarily faster than in an eager approach. If the clients and
replicas are geographically distributed in a WAN, then clients that are not close to
the primary copy experience long response times as they have to interact with a
remote primary copy. That is, there can still be considerable communication delay
between client and primary copy. To address this issue, many commercial systems
partition the database, with each partition having the primary copy on a different
replica. In geographically distributed applications, a database can often be partitioned by regions. Clients that are local to one region typically access mostly the
partition of the database that is relevant for this region. Thus, the replica of a region
becomes the primary for the corresponding partition. Therefore, for most clients the
primary of the data they access will be close and client/replica interaction will be
fast. A challenge with this approach is to find appropriate partitions. Also, the programmer has to be aware to write code so that each transaction only accesses data
for a single partition.

12.2.4 Lazy Update Anywhere
Allowing update transactions to execute at any replica and at the same time propagate changes only after commit combines flexibility with fast execution. No remote
communication, neither between replicas nor between client and replica, is necessary.
Example Protocol
Figure 12.8 shows the differences to the lazy primary copy approach. Write operations can now be processed at all replicas and each replica is responsible to multicast
the writesets of its local transactions to the other replicas (lines 1-6). When a replica
receives such a remote writeset, it applies the changes (lines 7-14). However, as lazy
update anywhere allows conflicting transactions to execute and commit concurrently
at different replica without detecting conflicts during the life-time of transactions,
conflict resolution might be needed. The system has to detect for a write operation
on a data item x whether there was a concurrent conflicting operation on the same
data item. If such a conflict is detected, conflict resolution has to ensure that the
different replicas agree on the same final value for their data copies of x. There are
many ways to resolve the conflict; a common choice is the Thomas Write Rule,
which discards any update with earlier timestamp than a previously applied update.
Example Execution
Figure 12.9 shows an example execution under this protocol indicating the special
case of a conflict. Both T1 = r1 (x), w1 (x, v1), local at R1 and T2 = r2 (y), w2 (x, v2),
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Replica R2

r1(x)

Upon: wi (x, vi ) for local transaction Ti
1: acquire exclusive lock on x
2: if deadlock then
3:
call abortHandling(Ti )
4: else
5:
x := vi
6:
return ok
Upon: receiving write set message of
remote transaction T j from replica R
7: for all w j (x, v j ) in write set do
8:
acquire exclusive lock on x
9: for all w j (x, v j ) in write set do
10:
if Conflict detected then
11:
resolve conflict for eventual consistency
12:
else
13:
x := v j
14: commit T j , release locks
Fig. 12.8 Lazy Update Anywhere Algorithm.
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Fig. 12.9 Lazy Update Anywhere Example.

local at R2 update x and commit. After commit, the writesets are propagated. If both
R1 and R2 simply applied the update they receive from the other replica, R1 would
eventually have the value written by T2 , and R2 would have the value written by
T1 . Upon receiving the writeset of T2 , R1 has to detect that T1 was concurrent to
T2 , conflicts with T2 , and already committed. R2 has to detect this conflict when
receiving the writeset of T1 . A resolution mechanism, e.g., via timestamps, has led
both replicas to decide that T1 ’s update wins out, and so R1 discards the write of x
from T2 , while R2 overwrites x using T1 ’s update. In this way, it is guaranteed that
the data copies converge towards a common value.
Discussion
Advantages Lazy update anywhere provides flexibility and fast execution for all
transactions. These are two very strong properties. In some situations the approach
is possible and necessary, e.g., if WANs have frequent connection loss, forbidding
updates would lead to large revenue loss, and either conflicts are rare or easy to
resolve.
Disadvantages One has to be aware that the fundamental properties of transactions are violated. Durability is not guaranteed as a transaction might commit from
the user perspective but the updates are finally lost during conflict resolution. Atomicity might be lost, if conflict resolution is done on an per-object basis. If a transaction Ti updates data items x and y, and a conflict with T j exists only on x, then it could
be possible that Ti ’s update on x is not considered while its update on y succeeds.
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The traditional concept of serializability or other isolation levels is also not longer
guaranteed. Finally, conflict resolution is potentially very complex; depending on
the semantics of data objects and the application architecture, different resolution
mechanisms might be needed for different parts of the database. Therefore, such an
approach is appropriate in very controlled environments with exact knowledge of
the application. It is likely not suitable for a general replication solution.

12.2.5 Eager vs. Lazy
Since Gray et. al. [20] categorized protocols into eager and lazy many new replica
protocols have been developed, and it is not always clear whether they are eager
or lazy. In eager algorithms using a 2PC, the transaction at the local replica only
commits once the transaction has been executed at all replicas. With this, all data
copies are virtually consistent. This results in the disadvantage that the response
time perceived by a client is determined by the slowest machine in the system.
Many recent protocols that also define themselves as eager do not run a 2PC.
Instead, they allow a transaction to be committed at the local replica once the local replica knows that all remote replicas will “eventually” commit it (unless the
remote replica fails). This typically requires that all replicas have received the write
operations or the writeset, and that it is guaranteed that each replica will decide on
the same global serialization order. It is not necessary that remote replicas have actually already executed the write operations at the time the local replica commits.
This means, some “agreement” protocol is executed among the replicas but it does
not necessarily include processing the transaction or writing logs to disk. We use
this weaker form of “eagerness” in order to accommodate many of the more recent
replication solutions.
Many of these approaches use the delivery guarantees of group communication
systems [13] to simplify the agreement protocol. Group communication systems
provide multicast primitives with ordering guarantees (e.g., FIFO order or total order of all messages) and delivery guarantees (see Chapter 3). In particular, a multicast with uniform reliable delivery guarantees that whenever a message is delivered
to any replica, it is guaranteed that it will be delivered to all replicas that are available. Now assume that transactions multicast their writesets using uniform reliable
delivery. In case a replica receives a writeset of a local transaction and commits the
transaction, uniform reliable delivery guarantees the writeset will be received by all
other replicas, even if the local replica crashes immediately after the commit. Therefore, assuming an appropriate concurrency control method, the transaction will also
commit at all other replicas. This provides the “eager” character of these protocols
offering atomicity and durability without the need of a 2PC. Uniform reliable delivery itself performs some coordination among the group members before delivering
a message to guarantee atomicity in the message delivery, though this is not visible
to the replication algorithm. There are some subtle differences in the properties provided by uniform reliable delivery multicast compared to 2PC as the first assumes a
crash-stop failure model where nodes never recover, while 2PC has a crash-recovery
model that assumes sites to rejoin.
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In contrast, we use the term lazy for protocols where write operations are not sent
at all before commit time, or where the sending multicast occurs earlier but is not
reliable. Thus, if a local replica fails after committing a transaction but before propagating its write operations successfully, then the remote replicas have no means to
commit the transaction. If the others don’t want to block until the local replica has
recovered and sent the write operations, the transaction can be considered lost.

12.3 Correctness Criteria
So far, we have only informally reasoned about the differences in correctness that
the protocols provide. In fact, the research literature does not have a single, generally
agreed on understanding of what “correctness” and data consistency mean. Terms
such as strong consistency, weak consistency, 1-copy-equivalence, serializability,
and snapshot isolation are used but definitions vary and it is not always clear which
failure assumptions are needed for a protocol to provide its properties (see Chapter
1 for consistency models for replicated data). In this section, we discuss different
aspects of correctness, and how they relate to one another.
In our discussion above, the eager protocols provided a stronger level of consistency than the lazy ones. This is, however, only true in regard to atomicity. But there
does not simply exist a stack of consistency levels, from a very low level to a very
high level. Instead, correctness is composed of different orthogonal issues, and a
replica control protocol might provide a high level of consistency in one dimension
and a low level for another dimension. In regard to lazy vs. eager, all lazy protocols
are weaker than eager protocols in regard to atomicity. But given two particular protocols, one lazy and one eager, the lazy protocol could provide stronger consistency
than the eager protocol in regard to a different correctness dimension.
In the following, we look at several correctness dimensions individually, extract
what are the possible levels of consistency for this dimension and discuss to what
degree replication protocols can fulfill the criteria depending on their category.

12.3.1 Atomicity and Consistency
Atomicity in a replicated environment means that if an update transaction commits
at one replica it has to commit at all other replicas and its updates are executed at all
replicas. If a transaction aborts, none of the replicas may have the updates reflected
in its database copy. Considering a failure-free environment only, this means that the
replica and concurrency control system has to ensure that each replica takes the same
decision on commit/abort for each transaction. For instance, in the primary copy
protocols described in the previous section, this was achieved via a FIFO multicast
of write operations or writesets and strict 2PL.
Considering a system that is able to tolerate failures, atomicity means that if a
transaction commits at a replica that fails after the commit, the remaining available
replicas also need to commit the transaction in order for the transaction to not be
“lost”. Note that available replicas can continue committing transactions while some
replicas are down and thus, don’t commit these transactions. Recovery has to ensure
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that a restarted replica receives the missing updates. In summary, available replicas
commit the same set of transactions and failed replicas have committed a subset of
these transactions.
Atomicity in the presence of failures can only be achieved by eager protocols as
all replicas are guaranteed to receive the writeset information and all other information needed to decide on the fate of a transaction before the local replica commits
the transaction. Thus, the available replicas will eventually commit the transaction.
In a lazy protocol, available replicas might not know about the existence of a transaction that executed at a replica that fails shortly afterwards. In a lazy primary copy
protocol, atomicity can be guaranteed if no new primary is chosen when the current primary fails. Then, upon recovery of the primary, the missing writesets can
eventually be propagated. However, this would severely reduce the availability of
the system. If a failover takes place to a new primary, or in a lazy update anywhere
approach, one can still attempt to send the writesets after recovery. However, the
transaction might conflict with other transactions that committed in the meantime,
and therefore, no smooth integration of the “lost” transaction into the transaction
history is possible.
In summary, while eager protocols can provide atomicity, lazy approaches can
be considered non-atomic.
In the research literature, one often finds the term strong consistency associated
with eager protocols and weak consistency associated with lazy protocols. The use
of these terms usually remains vague. One way to define strong consistency is by
what we have called virtual consistency, requiring all data copies to have the same
value at transaction commit time. Only eager protocols with a 2PC or similar agreement provide virtual consistency; the weaker forms of eagerness described in Section 12.2.5 allow a transaction to commit before all replicas have executed the write
operations. Nevertheless, protocols based on this weaker eager definition are usually
also associated with providing strong consistency. Strong consistency is different
than atomicity as it refers to the values of data items and not the outcome of transactions. It typically implies that all replicas apply conflicting updates in the same
order. In theory, one might have a replica control protocol that provides atomicity
(guaranteeing that all replicas commit the same set of transactions) but the execution order of conflicting transactions is different at the different replicas. However,
we are not aware of such a protocol.
Weak consistency generally means that data copies can be stale or even temporarily inconsistent. Staleness arises in lazy primary copy approaches. As long as
the primary has not propagated the writeset to the secondaries, the data copies at the
secondaries are outdated. If the secondaries apply updates in the same serialization
order as they primary, the data copies at secondaries do not contain any incorrect
data but simply data from the past. A system can be designed to limit the staleness
experienced by a read operation on a secondary site. For instance, for numeric values the difference between the value read and the value at the primary might be kept
below a threshold like 100. Other systems use different forms of limiting the divergence, for example, the secondary copy might be required to have missed no more
than a fixed number of writes which were already applied at the primary, or the limit
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might be on the time between when a write is done at the primary and when it gets
to the secondary. These staleness levels, also referred to as freshness levels allow
one to bound the discrepancy between replicas visible to the outside world. These
intermediate consistency levels can be achieved by refreshing secondary copies at
appropriate time points.
Lazy update anywhere protocols allow the copies to be inconsistent. As our example in Figure 12.9 has shown, each replica might have changes of a local committed transaction while missing conflicting changes from a concurrent transaction
committed at a different replica. In such a scenario, the most important property to
provide is eventual consistency [42]. It indicates that, assuming the system reaches a
quiescent state without any further write operations, all copies of a data item eventually converge to the same value. Note that eventual consistency is normally defined
outside the scope of transactions. As such, it is possible that if two conflicting transactions Ti and T j update both x and y, all copies of x will eventually contain Ti ’s
update while all copies of y will have T j ’s update. One way to define eventual consistency in the context of transactions is as follows: there must exist a subset of the
committed transactions and an order on this subset, such that data copies converge
to the same values as if the write operations of these transactions had been executed
in the given serial order.

12.3.2 Isolation
Isolation in a Non-replicated System
In non-replicated database systems, the level of isolation indicates the degree to
which concurrently executing transactions are allowed to be seen by another one.
The most well-known correctness criteria is serializability: the interleaved execution of transactions is equivalent to a serial execution of these transactions. Typically, two executions are considered equivalent if the order of any two conflicting
operations is the same in both executions. Two operations conflict if they access
the same data item and at least one is an update operation. The most well-known
concurrency control mechanisms providing serializability are strict 2-phase-locking
and optimistic concurrency control. Weaker levels of isolation are often defined by
specifying a set of anomalies that are allowed to occur during the execution. For
instance, snapshot isolation allows an anomaly that may not occur in a serializable
execution1. Snapshot isolation can be implemented very efficiently and provides
much better concurrency in applications with a large read proportion. Transactions
read from a snapshot of the database that represents the committed version of the
database as of start of transaction. Conflicts only exist between write operations. If
two concurrent transactions want to update the same data item only one of them may

1

Note that strictly speaking snapshot isolation and serializability are incomparable since snapshot
isolation disallows some executions allowed by serializability (concurrent blind writes, e.g. consider two transactions, r1 (x); r2 (y); w1 (y); w2 (x); c1 ; c2 , being the subscripts the transaction identifier) and vice versa (write skew: r1 (x); r2 (x); w1 (y); w2 (y); c1 ; c2 ).
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succeed, the other has to abort. Snapshot isolation typically uses multiple versions
to provide snapshots.
Global Isolation Levels
Ideally, a replicated system should provide exactly the same level of isolation as a
non-replicated system. For that, definitions for isolation in a replicated system have
to reduce the execution over data copies onto an execution over a single logical
copy. For instance, serializability in a replicated system is provided if the execution
is equivalent to a serial execution over a single logical copy of the database.
Apart from serializability, snapshot isolation has also been well studied in replicated systems. All transactions must read from snapshots that can also exist in a
non-replicated system and writes by concurrent committed transactions must not
conflict, even if they are executed at different replicas. In a replicated environment,
snapshot isolation is very attractive due to its handling of read operations.
Atomicity vs. Isolation
In principle, isolation is orthogonal to atomicity. Both eager and lazy protocols can
provide serializability or snapshot isolation across the entire system. However, this
only holds if there are no failures. If there are failures, then the problem of lost
transactions occurs in lazy protocols, as we have discussed before. It is not clear
how these lost transactions and transactions that have read values written by these
lost transactions, can be placed in the execution history to show that it is equivalent
to a serial history or fulfills the snapshot isolation properties.
1-Copy-Equivalence
1-copy-equivalence requires the many physical copies to appear as one logical copy.
It was introduced with failures in mind, that is, the equivalence must exist even
when copies are temporarily not available; in this view, lazy protocols do not provide 1-copy-equivalence. 1-copy-equivalence can then be combined with an isolation level to consider isolation in a failure-prone environment. For example, 1-copyserializability requires the execution over a set of physical copies, some of them
possibly unavailable, to be equivalent to a serial execution over a single logical
copy.
Linearizability and Sequential Consistency
Linearizability and sequential consistency are two correctness criteria defined for
the concurrent execution on replicated objects. They include the notion of the execution over the replicated data to be equivalent to an execution on a single image of
the object. However, none of the two has the concept of transactions which requires
to take operations on different objects into account (although sequential consistency
takes the order within a client program into account). Different to serializability and
snapshot isolation, linearizability requires an order that is consistent with real time.
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12.3.3 Session Consistency
Session consistency is yet another dimension of correctness that is orthogonal to
atomicity, data consistency or isolation. It defines correctness from the perspective
of a user. Users typically interact with the system in form of sessions. For instance, a
database application opens a connection to the database and then submits a sequence
of transactions. These transactions build a logical order from the user’s perspective.
Therefore, if a client first submits transaction Ti and then T j , and Ti has written
some data item x that T j reads, then T j should observe Ti ’s write (unless another
transaction has overwritten x since Ti ’s commit). This means, informally, session
consistency guarantees that a client observes its own writes.
Definitions like serializability and 1-copy-serializability do not include session
consistency, since they require the execution to be equivalent to a serial order, but
that may not match the order of submission within a session. In the usual nonreplicated platforms, built with locking or SI, session consistency is observed. Thus
a truly transparent replicated system should provide session consistency, too.
In a replicated system, without special mechanisms, replica control may not ensure session consistency For instance, in a lazy primary copy approach, the client
could submit an update transaction to the primary, and then submit a read-only transaction to a secondary before the writeset of its update transaction has been propagated to the secondary. In this case, it does not observe its own writes. In order
to provide session consistency, such a protocol needs to be extended. For instance,
transactions can receive global transaction identifiers which are monotonically increasing within a session. The driver software at the client then keeps track of the
transaction identifiers. Whenever it submits a new transaction to a replica it piggybacks the identifier of the last transaction that was committed on behalf of this
client. Then, the replica to which the new transaction was submitted will make sure
that the new transaction will see any state changed performed by this last or older
transactions.
Other protocols provide session consistency automatically, e.g., an eager protocol with 2PL and 2PC. Assume again a primary copy approach and a client submits
first update transaction Ti to the primary and then read-only transaction T j to a secondary. Although Ti might not yet be committed at the secondary when the first
operation of T j is submitted, Ti is guaranteed to be in the prepared state or a later
state holding all necessary locks. Thus, T j will be blocked until Ti commits and
will see its writes. Eager protocols that only guarantee “eventual commit” typically
need a special extension, e.g., a special driver as described above, to provide session
consistency.

12.4 Other Parameters
We have already seen that eager protocols do not necessarily always provide higher
guarantees than lazy protocols. In the same way, lazy protocols do not always perform better than eager protocols. In fact, performance depends on many issues.
Some fundamental techniques can be applied to most replica control algorithms
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to speed-up processing. In this section, we discuss some of them. We also discuss
some other fundamental design choices for a replicated database architecture that
have a great influence on the performance, feasibility, and flexibility of the replication solution.

12.4.1 Message Management
The number of message rounds within a transaction are an important parameter for a
replica control protocol. Looking at our examples of Section 12.2, the eager update
anywhere protocol has a message round per write operation of a transaction (writeset and acknowledgement) plus the 2PC. With this, the number of messages within
a transaction is linear with the number of write operations of the transaction. In contrast, the presented lazy protocols send one message per transaction, independently
of the number of operations.
The number of messages per transaction depends on protocol details rather than
simply on the category. For example, eager protocols can have a constant number of
messages and lazy protocols can send a message per write operation. As an example,
let’s have a look at two further eager update anywhere protocols. The first alternative
(Alternative 1) to the protocol presented in Figure 12.4 (Original protocol) executes
first all operations only on the local database copy. Only when the client submits
the commit request, the local replica sends the writeset with all write operations
to all other replicas. The other replicas acquire the locks, execute the operations
and return when they have completed. Finally the 2PC is performed. This model
has one message round for the writeset and acknowledgements plus the overhead
for the 2PC. The second alternative (Alternative 2) also executes the transaction
first locally and sends the writeset at commit time. The remote replicas acquire the
locks and send the acknowledgement once they have all locks. The local replica
commits the transaction once it has received all acknowledgements. No 2PC takes
place. The remote replicas execute the write operations in the writeset and commit
the transaction in the meantime. That is, transaction execution contains only a single
message round.
It is often assumed that transaction response time increases with the number of
message rounds which occur during the transaction. In WANs, where messages take
a long time, this means it is usually unacceptable to include more than one message
round. In LANs, however, message latency might not play such a big role, and
message throughput is often high. In such an environment, response time may be
influenced more by other aspects rather than rounds of message exchange.
We illustrate this along the eager update anywhere protocol of Figure 12.4 and
the two alternatives presented above. Figure 12.10 shows an example execution of
a transaction T1 = w1 (x, v1), w1 (y, w1) updating x and y under these three variant
protocols. In this diagram, we show time by the vertical distance, and we pay special attention to the possible concurrency between activities. The original protocol
of Figure 12.4 multicasts each write operation and then executes it locally. That is,
in the ideal case, the write operations on the different physical copies occur concurrently, and the local replica receives all acknowledgements shortly after it has
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Fig. 12.10 Example execution with three different eager update anywhere protocols.

completed the operation itself. As such, execution is concurrent (this execution is
also called conservative in Chapter 13). What is added is the latency of n messages
rounds if there are n write operations and the latency of the 2PC. In the first alternative described above, the local replica first executes locally, then sends one
message, then the remote replicas execute the write operations and then the 2PC
occurs. Thus, while the number of message rounds is lower, the pure execution time
is actually longer than in the original protocol as execution at the local replica and
remote replicas is not performed in parallel. Finally, the last algorithm has the local
execution, then one writeset message, then the time to acquire the locks successfully
and finally the acknowledgement phase within the response time of the transaction.
This approach has the lowest number of messages rounds and the actual execution
time at the remote replicas is not included in the response time. These two alternatives are executed optimistically at the local replica (called optimistic execution in
Chapter 13).

12.4.2 Executing Writes
Write operations have to be executed at all replicas. This can be done in two ways.
In statement replication, also called symmetric replication, each replica executes the
complete write operation, e.g., the SQL statement (update, delete, insert). In contrast, in object replication, also called asymmetric replication, only the local replica
executes the operation and keeps track of the tuples changed by the operation. Then,
the changed tuples are sent to the remote replicas which only apply the changes.
Applying the changes has usually much less overhead than executing the statement itself. For instance, experiments with PostgreSQL have shown that even for
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simple statements (update on primary key), applying the change takes only 30% of
the resources compared to executing the entire statement. The reasons are the cost
in parsing the SQL statement, building the execution tree, etc. However, if a statement changes many data records, then sending and processing them might be costly
because of message size. In this case, statement replication is likely to be preferable.
A challenge of statement replication is determinism. One has to make sure that
executing the statement has the same results at all replicas. If statements include
setting the current time, generating a random number, etc. determinism is no more
given.
An extreme case of statement replication would actually not only execute the
write operations of an update transaction at all replicas, but the entire update transaction. This might be appropriate in WANs in order to keep the message overhead
low.

12.4.3 Concurrency Control Mechanisms
Our example protocols so far all used standard strict 2PL as concurrency control
mechanism. Clearly, replica control can be combined with various concurrency control mechanisms, not only 2PL. In this section, we look at optimistic and multiversion concurrency control.
Concurrency Control in a Non-replicated System With optimistic concurrency
control, a transaction’s writes are done in a private workspace, and then, at the end
of the transaction, a validation phase checks for conflicts, and if none are found,
then the private workspace is written into the shared database. One mechanism is
backward validation, where the validation of transaction T checks whether there
was any concurrent transaction that already performed validation and wrote a data
item that was read by T . If this is the case, T has to abort.
Multi-version concurrency control is used in connection with snapshot isolation.
Each write operation generates a new version of a data item. We say a data version
commits when the transaction that created the version commits. Versions can be
used to provide read operations with a snapshot. The read operation of a transaction
Ti reads the version of a data item that was the last to commit before Ti started.
With this, a transaction reads from a snapshot as of transaction start time. Snapshot
isolation has to abort one of two concurrent transactions that want to update the
same data item. Commercial systems set write locks to detect conflicts when they
occur and abort immediately. However, conflicts can also be detected at commit
time similar to the mechanisms for optimistic concurrency control.
Concurrency Control in a Replicated System The challenge of distributed concurrency control is to ensure that all replicas decide on the same serialization order.
Primary copy approaches can simply rely on the (non-replicated) concurrency control mechanism at the primary and then forward write operations or writesets in
FIFO order. The concurrency control tasks at secondaries are then quite straightforward. The extensions for an update anywhere approach are often more complicated.
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In the particular case of strict 2PL, no extensions to the protocol itself are needed.
However, distributed deadlock can occur. For optimistic and snapshot isolation concurrency control the question arises how to perform validation. Validation of all
transactions could be performed at one central site. Alternatively, each replica could
perform validation. However, in the latter case, the validation process needs to be
deterministic to make sure that all replicas validate transactions in the same order
and decide on the same outcome. For that purpose, many replication approaches use
a total order multicast to send the relevant validation information to all replicas. Total order multicast is provided by group communication systems [13]. It guarantees
that all members of a group receive all messages sent to the group in the same total
order.
Optimistic Concurrency Control Figure 12.11 sketches a replica control protocol based on optimistic concurrency control and a central scheduler that performs
validation for all transactions. A transaction is submitted to any replica and executed locally according to standard optimistic techniques. A read operation (lines
1-2) accesses the last committed version of the data item. Data items are tagged
with the transaction that was the last to write them. A transaction keeps track of
all data versions read in the read set RS. A write (lines 3-5) creates a local copy
which is added to the transaction’s writeset W S. An abort (lines 6-7) simply means
to discard both read and writeset. Upon a commit request, the read and writesets
are sent to the scheduler (line 8) which performs validation (lines 9-12). It checks
whether the readset of the currently validated transaction overlaps with the writesets
of any concurrent transaction that validated before. If yes, it tells the local replica to
abort the transaction. Otherwise it forwards the writeset to all replicas using a FIFO
multicast. The replicas apply them (lines 13-20). A write w(x) of this transaction
becomes now the last committed version of x (line 17). Validation and applying the
writeset is performed in the same serial order. The protocol description hides several technical challenges when such an approach should really be implemented in
a database system. Firstly, one has to determine whether two transactions are concurrent. For that some timestamp mechanism must to be used, which can compare
transactions that are local at different replicas.
Snapshot Isolation Figure 12.12 sketches a replica control protocol based on
snapshot isolation and using total order multicast. A transaction executes locally
(lines 1-4) reading the last committed snapshot as of start time and creating new
versions upon write operations. Abort simply means to discard the writes (lines 56). At the end of transaction only the writeset is multicast in total order (line 7).
Validation now checks whether this writeset overlaps with the writesets of any concurrent transaction that validated before (line 8). No information about reads needs
to be sent, since in SI conflict, leading to abort (lines 9-11), is only considered between write operations. If validation succeeds, remote transactions have to create
the new versions (lines 13-16). Transactions are committed serially to guarantee
that all replicas go through the same sequence of snapshots. The advantage over the
optimistic concurrency control protocol is that read operations remain completely
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Upon: ri (x) for local transaction Ti {let T j be
the last to update x and commit}
1: add x j to read set RSi
2: return x j
Upon: wi (x, vi ) for local transaction Ti
3: create local copy xi of x and add to write set
W Si
4: xi := vi
5: return ok
Upon: abort request for local transaction Ti
6: discard RSi and W Si
7: return abort

Upon: ri (x) for local transaction Ti
1: return committed version x j of x as of start
time of Ti

Upon: commit request for local transaction Ti
8: send (RSi ,W Si ) to central scheduler

Upon: wi (x, vi ) for local transaction Ti
2: create version xi of x and add to write set
W Si
Upon: receiving (RSi ,W Si ) from replica R
3: xi := vi
{validation at central scheduler}
4: return ok
9: if ∃T j , T j ||Ti ∧W S j ∩ RSi then
10:
send abort(Ti ) back to R
Upon: abort request for local transaction Ti
11: else
5: discard W Si
12:
multicast W Si to all replicas in FIFO or- 6: return abort
der
Upon: commit request for local transaction Ti
Upon: receiving W Si for any transaction Ti 7: multicast W Si to all replicas in total order
from central scheduler in FIFO order
Upon: receiving W Si for any transaction Ti in
13: for all wi (x, vi ) in W S j do
total order
14:
if Ti remote transaction then
8: if ∃T j , T j ||Ti ∧W S j ∩W Si then
i
15:
create local copy x of x
9:
discard W Si
16:
xi := vi
10:
if Ti local transaction then
i
17:
write x to database
11:
return abort
18: commit Ti
12: else
19: if Ti local transaction then
13:
if Ti remote transaction then
20:
return ok
14:
for all wi (x, vi ) in W Si do
create version xi of x
Upon: receiving abort(Ti ) for local transaction 15:
from central scheduler
16:
xi := vi
17:
commit Ti
21: discard RSi and W Si
22: return abort
18:
if Ti local transaction then
19:
return ok
Fig. 12.11 Update Anywhere Protocol based
on Optimistic Concurrency Control and Central Fig. 12.12 Update Anywhere Protocol based on
Scheduler.
Snapshot Isolation and Total Order Multicast.

local. The local replica makes sure that all reads are from a committed snapshot. For
validation they don’t play any role.
Fault-Tolerance Both the optimistic and the pessimistic protocol above use multicast primitives. If the multicast primitive provides uniform reliable delivery, then
we can consider these protocols as eager: a transaction only commits locally when
it is guaranteed that the writeset will be delivered at all replicas and when the global
serialization order of the transaction is determined. Therefore, when a transaction
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commits locally it will commit in the same order at all other available replicas. If
the above protocols use a multicast without uniform reliable delivery, they have the
characteristics of a lazy protocol: a transaction might be committed at a replica that
fails and the other replicas do not receive the writeset.

12.4.4 Architectural Alternatives
There exist two major architectural design alternatives to implement a replication
tool. Our description of protocols so far followed a kernel-based or white box approach, where the replica control module is part of the database kernel and tightly
coupled with the existing concurrency control module. A client connects to any
database replica which then coordinates with the other replicas. The database system is replication-aware. Figure 12.13 depicts this architecture type.
Alternatively, replica control can be implemented outside the database as a middleware layer. Clients connect to the middleware that appears as a database system.
The middleware then controls the execution and directs the read and write operations to the individual database replicas. Some solutions work with a purely blackbox approach where the underlying database systems that store the database replicas do not have any extra functionality. Others use a gray-box approach where the
database system is expected to export some minimal functionality that can be used
by the middleware for a more efficient implementation of replica control. For instance, the database system could collect the writeset of a transaction in form of the
set of records the transaction changed and provide it to the middleware on request. A
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Fig. 12.17 Execution of a lazy primary-copy protocol with a central middleware.

middleware-based approach has typically its own concurrency control mechanism
which might partially depend on the concurrency control of the underlying database
systems. There might be a single middleware component (centralized approach)
as in Figure 12.14, or the middleware might be replicated itself. For example, the
middleware could have a backup replica for fault-tolerance (Figure 12.15). Other
approaches have one middleware instance per database replica, and both together
build a replication unit (Figure 12.16). A transaction can then connect to any middleware replica.
Figure 12.17 depicts an example execution of a lazy, primary copy protocol based
on a central middleware. There is an update transaction T1 and a read-only transaction T2 . All requests are sent to the middleware. T1 (solid lines) is executed and
committed at the primary. T2 (dashed lines) is executed at any replica (in the example the secondary). After T1 commits, the middleware extracts the writeset, and
executes the write operations at the secondaries. The proper order of execution of
these write operations and the local concurrency control mechanisms at the database
replicas (here strict 2PL) guarantees the same serialization order at all replicas.
Discussion Kernel-based approaches have the advantage that they have full access to the internals of the database. Thus, replica control can be tightly coupled
with concurrency control and it is easy to provide concurrency control at the record
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level across the entire replicated system. Writeset extraction and application can be
made highly efficient. In contrast, middleware-based protocols often have to partially re-implement concurrency control. Before execution of a particular statement,
they often only have partial information of which records are exactly accessed (as
SQL statements can contain predicates). This results often in a coarser concurrency
level (e.g, table-based). If the database system does not export writeset functionality,
writesets need to be extracted via triggers or similar procedures, which often is much
less efficient than a kernel-based extraction. Fault-tolerance of the middleware is a
further major issue. Depending on how much state the middleware manages, it can
be complicated. Finally, the middleware represents a level of indirection, increasing
the total number of messages.
However, middleware-based systems have many advantages. They can be used
with 3rd-party database systems that do not provide replication functionality and
whose source-code is not available. Furthermore, they can potentially be used in
heterogeneous environments with different database systems. They also present a
nicer separation of concerns. In a kernel-based approach, any changes to the concurrency control implementation might directly affect the replica control module.
For middleware-based approaches this is likely only the case with major changes in
the functionality of the underlying system.

12.4.5 Cluster vs. WAN Replication
We have already mentioned in the introduction that replication is done for different
purposes, and in different settings. When replication is used for scalability, then
the replicas are typically located in a single cluster. Read access to data items can
then be distributed across the existing replicas while write operations have to be
performed on all replicas. If the read ratio is high, then an increasing load can be
handled by adding more replicas to the system. In a LAN, message latency is low
and bandwidth high. Thus, the number of messages does not play a major role.
Hence, a transaction can likely have several message rounds and a middleware can
be interposed without affecting performance too much. Furthermore, there is no
need for lazy update anywhere replication as the gain in efficiency is not worth the
low degree of consistency that it provides. Finally, the write overhead should be
kept as low as possible as it determines how much the system can be scaled. Thus,
asymmetric replication will be better than symmetric replication.
Often, replication serves the purpose of fast local access when the application
is geographically distributed. In this case, replicas are connected via a WAN. Thus,
message latency plays an important role. In this context, lazy update anywhere might
be preferable as it does not have any message exchange within the response time of
the transaction. The price for that, namely conflict resolution and temporary inconsistency, might be acceptable. It might also be possible to split the application into
partitions and put a primary copy of each partition close to the clients that are most
likely to access it. This would provide short response times for most transactions
without inconsistencies. One has to make sure that clients don’t have to send several rounds of messages to a remote replica or a remote middleware. They always
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should be able to interact with their local site or send transaction requests in a single
message to remote sites. The influence of symmetric vs. asymmetric replication will
likely play a minor role in a WAN setting. The larger message sizes of asymmetric
replication might be of disadvantage.
Replication for fault-tolerance can deploy replicas both in a LAN and a WAN. In
LANs, typically eager protocols are used to keep replicas consistent. When a replica
fails, another replica can take over the tasks assigned to the failed replicas in a transparent manner. Replicas can also be distributed across a WAN, typically with lazy
propagation. When a catastrophic failure occurs that shuts down an entire location,
a replica in a different location can take over. As catastrophic failures seldom occur,
weaker consistency is acceptable for the advantage of having better performance
during normal processing.

12.4.6 Degree of Replication
So far, we have assumed that all replicas have a full copy of the database, referred
to as full replication. In partial replication, each data item of the database has a
physical copy only on a subset of sites. The replication degree of a data item is the
number of physical copies it has (see Chapter 5 for partial replication).
Partial replication serves different purposes. We mentioned above that for cluster
replication, the ratio of write operation presents a scalability limit. Ideally, if a single
system can handle C transactions per time unit, than a n-node system should be
able to handle nC transactions. However, write operations have to be executed at
all replicas. Thus, if write operations constitute a fixed fraction of the submitted
workload, increasing the workload means increasing the absolute number of write
operations each replica has to perform. This decreases the capacity that is available
to execute local read operations. At some level of load, adding new sites will not
increase the capacity available for further operations, and thus, throughput cannot
be increased beyond this point. In the extreme case with 100% write operations and
symmetric replication a replicated system does not provide any scalability as it can
handle C transactions just as the non-replicated system.
When using partial replication in a cluster environment, read operations are executed at a single replica, as in full replication. Write operations now only need to be
executed at replicas that have a copy of the data item accessed. For instance, if each
data item has only two copies, then only two write operations need to be performed.
Assuming again 100% write operations and symmetric replication, n replicas can
handle nC/2 transactions (assuming data copies are distributed and accessed uniformly). With less write operations, it scales appropriately better. The important
point is that when the replication degree is fixed to a constant (e.g., 2 or 4), then the
system can scale without facing a limit from contention for writing. In contrast, if
the replication degree increases with the number of sites in the system (e.g., n, n/2),
then there is a scalability limit.
In a WAN environment, having a data item replicated at a specific geographic
location decreases communication costs for read operations but increases commu-
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nication and processing costs for update transactions. In this context, the challenge
is to place data copies in such a way to find a trade-off between the different factors.
Partial replication has several challenges. Finding an appropriate replication degree and the optimal location for the replicas is difficult. Concurrency control has to
be adjusted. When a client accesses a data item, a replica needs to be located. This
is not necessarily the local replica. Also, partial replication might lead to distributed
queries if no site has data copies of all data items accessed by the query.

12.4.7 Recovery
Recovering failed replicas and letting new replicas join the system is an important
task. A joining replica has to get the up-to-date state of the database. This can be
done by transferring a copy of the entire database to the joining replica. For a replica
that had failed and now rejoins, it is also possible to only receive fresh copies of the
data items that were actually changed during the downtime. Alternatively, it could
receive and apply the writesets of the transactions it has missed during its downtime.
This state transfer can take place offline or online. With offline transfer, transaction processing is interrupted until the transfer is completed. Using online recovery,
transaction execution continues during state transfer. In this case, one has to make
sure that the recovering replica does not miss any transactions. For a given transaction, either its changes are contained in the state transfer, or the joining replica
receives its updates after the transfer is complete.

12.5 Existing Systems
12.5.1 Early Work
Database replication had its first boom in the early 80s. The book “Concurrency
Control and Recovery in Database Systems” [7] provides a formalism to reason
about correctness in replicated database systems. The term 1-copy-serializability
was created and is still used today. Early work on replication took as baseline concurrency control mechanisms of non-replicated systems, extended them and combined them with replica control [7, 9]. Failure handling – both site and network
failures – were a major research issue [6, 1]. Basically all these approaches used
eager replication and provided strong correctness properties in terms of atomicity
and isolation. In 1996, Gray et al. [20] indicated that these traditional approaches
provide poor performance and do not scale as they commit transactions only if they
have executed all their operations on all (available) physical data copies. Also, execution is often serially, leading to extremely long response times.

12.5.2 Commercial Systems
Since then, many new replication solutions have been developed. Commercial systems often provide a choice of replication solutions. High-availability solutions often implement a simplified version of primary-copy. In these approaches, all trans-
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actions (update and read-only) are submitted to the primary. The secondary only
serves as a backup. Writeset propagation to the backups can be eager or lazy. In case
the primary fails, clients are automatically redirected to the backup which becomes
the new primary. Typically, any active transaction is aborted. Otherwise, clients can
continue their requests as if no failure had occurred.
Lazy replication solutions, which allow looser consistency when reading at a
replica, are often provided for WAN replication. Sophisticated reconciliation techniques are offered for update anywhere, based on timestamps, site priority, values
or arithmetic functions. Both distributed and centralized reconciliation mechanisms
exist. Eager update anywhere protocols are rarely found in commercial systems.

12.5.3 Lazy Replication Made Serializable
Some research efforts analyzed the correctness of lazy primary copy protocols
where different data items have their primary copies on different sites [14]. In such
a scenario, global serializability can be violated even if each site implements strict
2PL. In order to avoid incorrect executions some solutions restrict the placement
of primary and secondary copies to avoid irregularities [8, 34]. The main idea is
to define the set of allowed configurations using graphs where nodes are the sites
and there are edges between sites if one site has a primary copy and the other a
secondary copy of a given data item. Serializability can be provided if the graph
has certain properties (e.g., it is acyclic). Others require to propagate updates along
certain paths in the graph.

12.5.4 Cluster Replication
Group Communication Work in this direction started with approaches that explore the use of group communication and was based on kernel-replication (such
as Postgres-R [25, 47] or the state machine approach [37]). Different tasks, such as
transaction execution and data storage, can further be distributed [16]. Many other
followed, e.g., [2, 22, 23, 26, 47, 27]. They provide different concurrency control
mechanisms, differ in the interface they provide to the clients of the database system (JDBC interface vs. procedural interface), the way they interact with the group
communication system, etc. They also consider recovery and failover mechanisms.
Middleware-Based Systems A lot of work has designed replication protocols
that are especially targeted for middleware-based replication. There exist several
approaches based on group communication [35, 10, 29, 36]. They often assume one
middleware replica for each database replica and middleware replicas communicate
with each other via multicast. They are typically all eager protocols.
Other solutions have a single middleware, possibly with a backup [3, 39]. Both
eager and lazy approaches have been proposed. There is also considerable work
that focuses less on the replica control itself but on issues such as load distribution and query routing [41, 32, 18, 4, 17, 48]. In lazy approaches one has a wide
range of options when to actually propagate updates to other replicas, e.g., only
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when the freshness level goes below a threshold acceptable for queries. Load can
be distributed according to many different strategies. Dynamically deciding on the
number of replicas needed to handle a certain load has also been considered [19].
In [11], the authors provide an interesting discussion of the gap between the
replica control protocols proposed by the research community, and the technical
challenges to make them work in an industrial setting.

12.5.5 Other Issues
Approaches such as [40, 46, 28, 30, 44] take the specifics of WAN replication into
account. They attempt to keep the number of message rounds low or accept weaker
levels of consistency. Many approaches touch on partial replication, such as [17, 46,
45, 43, 44]. The particular issue of session consistency is discussed in [15].

12.5.6 Related Areas of Research
Many other techniques widely used in database systems can actually be considered
some form of replication although they are not identified as such by research. In
regard to scalability, materialized views are internal replicas of data that have been
reorganized and processed in such a way so as to speed up certain queries that no
longer need to be processed but can be answered directly from the materialized view.
Materialized views can be seen as a special form of lazy primary copy replication
(in some cases even update anywhere replication), where a materialized view is not
a copy of a specific data item but an aggregation over many data items (i.e, table
records) of the database. Thus, this makes change propagation considerably more
complex [21] .
Parallel databases use both partitioning and redundant data allocation across
disks and memory. Replica control algorithms look somewhat different as there is
not an independent database engine at each node but the system is treated as a single logical unit (regardless of whether the hardware is intrinsically parallel such as
a multi core processor or it is an actual cluster of machines).
In regard to fault-tolerance, the log of a database is a form of replication [33]. All
changes to the database are replicated onto stable storage in form of redo and undo
logs. When a server fails, a new server instance is started, reading the log in order to
recreate the state of the database. Fault tolerance is also achieved through redundant
hardware and RAID disks [12] which provide replication at a lower level.
Database caching has been explored extensively for performance improvements
[31, 5, 38]. The database cache usually resides outside the database system and
caches the most frequently used data items. It is used for fast query execution while
updates typically go directly to the database backend. Consistency mechanisms are
in place but often involve discarding outdated copies.
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12.6 Conclusions
This chapter provides a systematic overview of replica control mechanisms as they
occur in replicated databases. We started with a two-parameter characterization providing example protocols based on 2-phase-locking for each of the categories that
help to understand the trade-offs between the different categories. Furthermore, we
provided an overview of correctness criteria that are important in the context of
database replication. Finally, we discuss several other parameters of the replica control design space such as the number of message rounds, writeset processing, concurrency control mechanism, the replication architecture and the degree of replication assumed. We provide a comparative analysis how these parameters influence
the performance, design and applicability of a given replica control protocol for
certain application and execution environments.
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